
A more effective use of everyone’s time
NCR Cash Recycler automates the acceptance, authentication and validation 
of bank notes while making them instantly available for dispensing to 
customers. The NCR Cash Recycler has eight Rolled Storage Modules 
capable of accepting and dispensing numerous denominations and multiple 
currencies. Designed to improve the productivity of the teller’s role, the 
NCR Cash Recycler speeds up transactions, reduces wait times and improves 
customer interaction.

Cash deposit transaction times can be reduced by up to 50%. Cash dispense 
transactions times can be cut by up to 40%. And the time taken for start 
and end-of-day cash balancing is reduced by an average of 20 minutes as 
well as signi!cantly reducing the number of vault buys and sells.

Average wait times are cut by up to 50% with the NCR Cash Recycler, 
allowing tellers to give the customer their undivided attention rather 
than focusing on the transaction. Customers bene!t from a more 
personal, as well as ef!cient, service, which is key to improving branch 
sales performance.

NCR’s Cash Recycler signi!cantly reduces cash exposure in your branch. 
Cash is stored in a secure safe with restricted access. All the counting and 
veri!cation is conducted inside the recycler minimizing the time that cash 
is exposed.

Designed with today’s space sensitive branches in mind and offering 
the best ratio on the market of a high capacity coupled with a small 
footprint, NCR’s Cash Recycler is "exible enough to be used in any bank 
environment.

NCR’s Cash Recycler uses note authentication technology from global 
leaders Giesecke and Devrient (G&D). By using preventative detection,  
the acceptance of potential counterfeits can be reduced.

NCR Cash Recycler

NCR Green  - C=69, M=0, Y=100, K=0

NCR Platinum - C=10, M=1, Y=0, K=40

Experience a new world of interaction

 

 

Would you like your branches to make  
the most of the time available? 
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placement without rework of branch furniture

 

in the lowest number of note movement turns  

in the market which maximizes uptime

appropriate for higher volume cash deposits

 

wheeled and relocated for secure ease of service

NCR Cash Recycler
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Experience a new world of interaction

HEIGHT 
 

WIDTH 
 

DEPTH 
 

 
depending on con!guration

8 Rolled Storage Modules (RSM)

 
on the dimension of the notes)

Storage by single denomination with recycling 
function

Multidenomination storage with stocking 
function

Each RSM can be con!gured to contain  
up to 150 different denominations

Dispense speed of up to 8 banknotes/second, 
deposit speed of up to 5 banknotes/second

Cash deposit size 150 notes (continual  
feed possible)

Cash dispense size 100 notes (clear to  
continue dispense)

Standard con!guration:  
 

 
visible light, infrared, ultraviolet, magnetic, 

Certi!ed for the detection of counterfeits 
according to the Banknote Recycling 

protection of the Euro against counterfeiting,)

Certi!ed for the detection of un!t Euro 
banknotes according to the BRF available  
as an option

Wide range of locks available including  

Can be !xed/bolted to the "oor and  
can house a seismic sensor

 
CEN III 40mm 

Timed distribution of banknotes - Cash  
dispense can be phased based on the  

avoid emptying the device in case  
of robbery

Time zones - 20 operation zones, 
which enable planning of times of 
the day and days of the week when 
the Cash Recycler can be used

Illuminated indicator arrow to  
identify teller cash

 
external contacts (ON/OFF)

Ethernet 

Voltage: 110 - 240VAC

With over 40 years of experience and knowledge, NCR 

is a leading global provider of payments, assisted- and 

self-service solutions. NCR has been the global number one 

manufacturer of ATMs for more than 22 consecutive 

years. We help our clients around the world improve their 

customer interactions, implement change quickly and 

proactively, and transform their businesses to become 

leaders and change agents. We can help you, too.
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